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 About the Designer

Aana Design is a contemporary jewellery and silversmithing brand created by

Stevie Aana. London born and raised in Edinburgh, Stevie looks outside of the

city for sources of inspiration and is driven by atmosphere and colour. Having

made numerous trips to Japan recently, the land of the rising sun has been her

inspiration for current designs.

 

After completing her Higher National Diploma at the City of Glasgow College,

she continued her studies at Edinburgh University studying a BA (Hons) in

Jewellery & Silversmithing at the College of Art as well as receiving a seven

week work placement at the Hamilton & Inches silversmithing workshop in

Edinburgh.  Stevie has also won several awards over the course of her studies

to help fuel her creative vision.

 

Interested in colour, texture and tactility,

Stevie forms playful pieces using a

combination of traditional techniques and

modern materials. Inspired by emotion,

ambience and the impression a place can

leave behind, she focuses on interpreting

feelings of escapism, creating mindful

atmospheres, transcending a sense of

place into physical form with silver and

texture and adding captivating colour and

unique patterns using Jesmonite

techniques.



 EDUCATION

• 2017 - 2020 - BA (Hons) Degree,

Jewellery & Silversmithing, 

Edinburgh College of Art, UK

 

• 2014 - 2017 - Higher National

Diploma, Jewellery, City of Glasgow

College, UK

 

EXPERIENCE

• 2014 – Present, Self Employment @ Aana Design

• 2020 – Jesmonite training workshop

• 01.19 – 03.19, Hamilton & Inches Workshop Placement

 

AWARDS

• 2019 - South Square Trust Grant

• 2019 - Hamilton & Inches Scholarship

• 2018 - Sir Robert Kirk Inches Bursary

• 2016 - John Mather Charitable Trust: Innovation & Enterprise Award

 

PRESS

• Folksy newsletter, 2014

• The Scotsman newspaper, 2015

• City of Glasgow College article, 2017

• Thecarrotbox.com, March 2019

Aana Design

EXHIBITIONS 

2020

• Scottish Arts Club, Edinburgh

• Online Graduate Exhibition

 

2019

• Ikigai Christmas Exhibition, Edinburgh

 

2018

• Out of the Blue Drill Hall, Edinburgh

• Limited Edition - Ikigai Exhibit, Edinburgh

 

2017

• Inform, Glasgow

• Ralf Cowan Gallery, Glasgow

• Graduate Exhibition, Glasgow

• Elements III, Edinburgh

• Out of the Blue Drill Hall, Edinburgh

 

2016

• One Night, Three Days, Veneer Gallery, Glasgow

• Heaven and Hell Tattoo Studio, Falkirk

• Out of the Blue Drill Hall, Edinburgh

• British Art Medal Society, UK

 

CONTACT

Email: Stevie@AanaDesign.com

 

Website: www.aanadesign.wixsite.com/aanadesign

Instagram: Aana.Design

Pintrest: aana_design

 

 

SKILLS

• Silversmithing – hot and cold forging, raising,

planishing, scoring and folding

• Jewellery Techniques

• I.T - Word, Excel, Powerpoint

• Photoshop

• CAD - Rhinoceros 5

• 3D printing

• Casting

• Resin techniques

• Jesmonite techniques

• Leadership skills

• Independent projects & Team collaborations

• Japanese basic language skills

Stevie Aana Adams ~ Jeweller & Silversmith



 Ukiyo Collection

Stevies latest collection ‘Ukiyo’ is inspired by the mindful practice in every day Japanese life by looking

at the juxtaposition of social interaction and the rumination of personal space found within the

Japanese tea ceremony and the sharing of sake among friends. She aspires to create a colourful and

tactile space for your mind to get lost in; a little world, a moment of mindfulness.

 

The Japanese word Ukiyo literally translates to ‘the floating world’ and means a ‘temporary escape’ or

‘detached from the bothers of life’. Stevie aims to create an escape from everyday life for the user by

creating captivating patterns and colour through the use of Jesmonite and traditional textural surfaces

in silver with an interactive, palpable collection.

 



Cups & Condiments Pillars
 

A series of cups and condiments dishes;

The set consists of round bottomed drinking

vessels accompanied by recessed and

inverted dip dishes. Hand raised, Britannia

silver with a planished, textural surface. A

contrast of matte and highly polished exteriors

and interiors, all with burnished, imperfect

rims, creating an interesting dynamic.

 



Creating an escapist atmosphere with

jesmonite pillars of marbled purple and

blue hues. The curious patterns and

ethereal colours take the viewer/user to

a mindful space for a moments serenity

from daily life.

 

These faceted silver cups and dishes rest

on or into their playful pillars, creating

an interesting conversation amongst

friends.

Cups & Condiments Pillars
 



Tea Bowl ~ 茶碗

Double skinned sterling silver Matcha tea bowl

with Britannia silver Wagashi plate and Skewer.

 

This large, 13cm wide tea bowl features an inner

'tea pool' to collect residue tea particles. With its

wide form, a whisk can enter easily to mix the tea

powder whilst making the bowl comfortable to hold

in both hands for easier preparation and creating a

cosy, mindful moment when enjoying the Matcha.

 

The tea bowl features a brush finish interior,

complementing the movement and marks left

behind from the whisking process. With a modest

matte exterior and burnished rim for contrast high

shine.

 

Accompanied by a small, matching Wagashi (sweet)

plate and skewer with coloured, jesmonite handle.



Tea Bowl ~ 茶碗

 

The preparation of Matcha within the

Japanese Tea Ceremony is a mindful

procedure and an intimate exchange

between host and guest. With precise and

refined movements, this beautiful dance of

creating tea becomes a serene space for all

to enjoy and take time for themselves, to be

present in the current moment and escape

the daily noise.

 

Matcha is enjoyed with Wagashi, a

Japanese sweet. This balances out the bitter

and sweet flavours creating a truly

captivating experience.



Creating an escapist atmosphere with jesmonite pillars of marbled

purple and blue hues. The curious patterns and ethereal colours take

the viewer/user to a mindful space for a moments serenity from daily

life.

 

The textural finish on the silver vessels creates an interesting, tactile

surface in contrast to the smooth, marbled base evoking an enjoyable

visual aesthetic and tangible experience.

SAKE TOWERS SET ~ 酒

Sterling silver, cylindrical sake cups and pouring jug (Tokkuri) with a textural, matte

surface, high polish interior and burnished rim. The silver vessels are attached to

their Jesmonite bodies and stand tall at 12cm and 15cm. They are sturdy bodied

and comfortable to hold.

 

The textural finish on the silver vessels  and the comfortable and intriguing gripped

feel of the marbled, jesmonite bases in the hands,creates an interesting, tactile

surface, evoking an enjoyable visual aesthetic and tangible experience.



A sense of place captured in playful, tactile

silver. Faceted textures and flowing rims,

catching light within their form. Escaping the

world to a transient atmosphere through

marbled patterns with mindful moments

enfolded in captivating colour. 



C U P S  &  C O N D I M E N T S

Set of 6: 2 x cups (1 small, 1 large), 2 x inverted

dip dish (1 small, 1 large), 2 x recessed dip dish

 
Due to the nature of these pieces being hand raised,

sizes are approximate & may vary slightly.

 

Materials: Britannia Silver, Jesmonite

 

Measurements mm:

Cup (lrg): 45 H x 55 W / (sml): 38 H x 48 W

Inverted dish (lrg): 15 H x 80 W / (sml): 12 H x 70 W

Recessed dish: 15 H x 60 W

T E A  B O W L  /  茶碗

Tea Bowl, Wagashi plate & Skewer Set

 

 

Materials: Sterling silver, Britannia silver,

Jesmonite

 

Measurements mm:

Tea Bowl:

Rim: 117 W x 2 D

Body: 130 W x 75 H

 

Wagashi Plate: 85 W x 15 H x D 0.9

Skewer: 110 L

S A K E  T O W E R S  S E T  /  酒

Sake Towers Set (2 cups, 1 jug)

 

 

Materials: Sterling silver, Britannia silver,

Jesmonite

 

Measurements mm:

Sake Cups: 120 H x 45 W x 1 D

Tokkuri Pouring Jug: 150 H x 55 W x 1 D


